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considered ideal for guerilla fighting since a successful
ambush could be laid almost anywhere, and an intimate
knowledge of local topography prove more valuable
than any display of military science It is also easy to
visualize the difficulties facing regular troops operating
in such a terrain, and one would think the newest-
joined lieutenant might well hesitate before launching
his men—even though perfectly trained—into those in-
hospitable hills
The people of the Riff and the Jibala are considered
to be the best fighting-men in all Morocco Different
in many ways, they are alike in their love of, and apti-
tude for, war, though the cheerful, inconsequent Jibalis
are inclined to enter battle in the spirit of adventurous
Crusaders, while the Riffi is carried away by desire for
personal advantage, and sheer joy of fighting
At one time, so historians tell us, the Romans, who
left their mark all over North Africa, penetrated into
the Riff, mixed freely with the pagan Berber inhabi-
tants and Christianized some of them. Later, after the
Arab invasion, the Riffis were converted to the tenets of
Islam, though still remaining pagan at heart and ig-
noring Moslem civilization and social custom For
instance, even to-day their women mix freely with the
men, take their share in family councils and never veil
They are indeed treated almost as equals, and it is most
unusual for a man to possess more than one wife The
Riffi has a chivalrous spirit and a frank way with him
that is most endearing
Many of the holy places are without doubt of pagan
origin, and even the village mosque is used more as a
meeting-place for the young men in the evening than as
a place of prayer It corresponds to an English club
Yet in spite of these things, though pagan in many

